Literacy


Label park scenes.



Learn to write own name on their
work.



Listen to and retell a variety
stories based on the topic.



During phonic lessons and writing

Personal,social and emotional development


Play and work as part of a group.



Use role play to re tell stories.



Learn good practice and routines with regards

Mathematics


to P.E. lessons.


Learn and show awareness of the boundaries set



and of behavioural expectations in the setting.

activities, learn to hear and say



the initial sound in words.



Moves toy animals around
and describe where they
have gone using positional
words such as behind and
next to.
Match numerals to
quantities of plants, seeds,
conkers.
Counts out up to six animals
from a larger group.
Uses the language of ‘more’
and ‘fewer’ to compare two
sets of animals.

Communication and language







Use language to imagine and recreate
roles and experiences in play
situations.
Include a story line in role play.
Use talk to organise, clarify and
sequence ideas about what they have
seen and felt on the wellie walk.
Is able to respond to two part
instructions.
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Expressive Arts and Design



Use a variety of resources to make dens
and places for animals to hibernate in.
Learns and performs songs with actions and
creates dances based on the themes of
autumn and the harvest.

Understanding the World








Wellie walk to observe how the leaves
and weather changes during autumn.
Gather natural materials for art work.
Use 2paint to create pictures of
autumn and park scenes during ICT
lesson.
Observe chemical reactions - use
bicarbonate of soda to blow up
balloons.
Observe nature’s camouflage during a
visit from a park ranger.

Physical Development








Experiment with ways to move
like different animals.
Learn how to land safely when
jumping off specific equipment.
Use specific tools to make
changes to clay in order to make
hedgehogs.
Handle tools, objects,
construction and malleable
materials safely and with
increasing control to make paper
plate animals.
Hold a pencil effectively to form
recognisable letters, which are
correctly formed during fine
motor skills and handwriting
activities.

